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Software Management to Help You Stay Covid Safe
While Automating Your Processes.
The ESE IMS infrastructure is both a cloud based and installed based control center facilitating inventory
management from kiosk registration, storage of critical data used for ongoing management, and event analysis. The
ESE lMS platform provides a secure and extensible foundation for even the most complex self-service applications
and allows for scalability. Features include:
ESE IMS Dashboard permits centralized management of user accounts and communications. The dashboard
simplifies profile changes and automates maintenance notifications.
USER MANAGEMENT permits centralized user identity and access management. Users, roles and permission
settings are easily defined and assigned within the Administration section.
IMS PRODUCT APPLICATION permits tracking of
inventory, quality control audits, reordering
analysis and inventory usage in a single defined
system.
SYSTEM APPLICATION AND
COMPONENT MONITORING provides a complete
view of Key Performance Indicators (KPls) by
simultaneously monitoring multiple applications,
system connectivity, and component status. By
monitoring component status, preventative
maintenance and error states (such as low printer
paper and low bill dispensers) can be acted upon
quickly.
REAL-TIME ALERT MESSAGES can be directed to the appropriate users if any system element needs attention. ESE
IMS provides component level visibility for hardware components such as printers, scanners and card readers.
IMS CAMPAIGNS allows users to opt in or out of notification levels. Users can automate and customize notifications,
prioritizing and filtering alerts to streamline and fully automate alert notification paths and initiate appropriate
remote commands to the kiosk.
UPTIME REPORTING provides a summary of the system level performance for a specified date range. Reports can be
downloaded for simple uptime performance measurement and trends. Component and application status views are
available through the dashboard for management of incoming alerts.
AUTOMATIC SCALING allows for services to rapidly accommodate to increased load.
ESE IMS INSTALLATION AND CONFIGURATION
ASSISTANCE is a complimentary Managed Service available directly from KIOSK. Installation and set-up support are
included in a one-time license fee to ensure a successful deployment
(quotes are based on volume).
KIOSK ACTIVE SUPPORT AND MONITORING is a turnkey Managed Service option available to supplement your IMS
license. This service puts KIOSK Support Professionals directly in charge of monitoring and receiving relevant data for
analytical and consultative reporting.

EMS IMS Services
ESE IMS is a complete and highly scalable inventory management solution that has been developed and deployed
to businesses like yourself. ESE IMS solutions provides 3 software packages designed to meet the needs of all
businesses- basic, corporate and enterprise.
ESE IMS increases profitability in even the most complex environments with higher sales volume due to
sustained inventory levels, lower operational costs by:

01

Reducing 98% of inventory hidden costs.

02

Increasing profitability by 75%.

03

Reducing inventory misplacement by 95%.

04

Increasing employee retention by 28%.

05

Increase in safety compliant measures by 65%.

All within the first year of deployment.
•

Improves employee satisfaction and purpose by giving
them the right inventory management tools.

•

Integrates with QuickBooks, e-Commerce platforms and
all third party services using our ESEIMS2 toolkit. Learn
more about our partnership with QuickBooks.

ESE IMS has been used successfully by companies throughout
the country. Our software is not only designed for the single
user business, but for business that operate simultaneously in
multiple formats, media, locations, vendors, partners and
operational outlets.

Our Experience
Our experience and values direct us to be a leader
in the inventory management software world
where we continue our steady corporate growth,
and provide the trusted experience and advice that
our customers have come to expect.
We do so by providing:
•

A flexible and scalable ESEIMS inventory
platform that addresses all facets of
inventory management.

•

The platform at a very reasonable
investment that demonstrates positive ROI
almost immediately.

•

Top-rated customer support that ensures
successful customer relationships.

With a deep understanding of industry, our
platform allows you to customize the software to
your specific business and workflow
requirements from the warehouse floor to the
customer interaction. We don’t just provide the
product or even just the support, we provide an
entire comprehensive solution ranging from
basic inventory management to complex
reporting, analytics and hardware
recommendations.

Our experience and values direct us to be a leader
in the inventory management software world
where we continue our steady corporate growth,
and provide the trusted experience and advice
that our customers have come to expect.

Core Features

GENERAL SYSTEM
MANAGEMENT

ACCOUNTING AND
QUICKBOOKS
INTEGRATION

INVENTORY
MANAGEMENT

ESE IMS is a QuickBooks Gold
Developer and syncs seamlessly
with QuickBooks

Easily and efficiently manage
stock, setup reorder points,
transfer between locations and
more

ORDER MANAGEMENT

WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Order Management Quick and
easy quotation and sales order
entry with real-time stock
information. Backorder and
Drop ship creation.

Intuitive Pick, Pack and Ship, RMA
cESEIMSabilities, integrating with
standard addon modules
UPS/FedEx, Pallet creation and
Lot/Serial # tracking

Product Information Unlimited
Products. Assign SKU, UPC,
Vendor SKUs. Set pricing,
descriptions, images and custom
fields

PRICING MANAGEMENT

VENDOR MANAGEMENT

Manage complex distribution
needs such as palletization and
bills of lading.

Manage Pricing and discounts
with multi levels and exceptions

Manage Vendor relationships,
currency, payment terms, taxes,
carriers, etc. Assign multiple
vendors to products

ADVANCED SHIPPING
Manage complex distribution
needs such as palletization and
bills of lading

Core Features (Continued)

BAR
CODING

REPORT BUSINESS
INTELLIGENCE

CATCH
WEIGHTS

Create vendor specific barcode
schemas to translate barcodes
from all your vendors

ESE IMS reporting and drill down tools
give you the information you need to
make better, faster decisions

Buy, sell, pay and invoice based
on variable weights

FIFO/LIFO

FREIGHT

LOT & SERIAL NUMBERS

Report costs based on your
needs, FIFO, LIFO, Product cost
or Average cost

Determining the full cost of bringing
in product is critical to accurate
accounting. Easily add Freight,
Storage and other fees to your
product cost

Track lot and serial numbers
throughout the lifecycle of your
products. Suited for warranty,
recall and other tracking needs

ESEIMS REPORTS AND
FORMS
ESEIMS Reports
Information is the

MULTIPLE
WAREHOUSES
Multiple Warehouses As your
PROJECT
NAME HERE

ORDER IMPORT
Accommodate orders from
multiple sources with an easy,
scheduled import directly into
ESE IMS

key to making better business
decisions, customized reports help
you get the information you need,
where and when you need it

business grows, you often find
the need to add additional
warehouses. Manage multiple
warehouses easily with this addon

Additional Modules
Every company is different, and additional modules are available for companies that require features like
Manufacturing, Web Services and Mobile Access.

WEB SERVICES/E
COMMERCE

E-COMMERCE
INTEGRATION

ESEIMS
LABELS

Integrated shopping carts and webportals connect your online presence
to inventory system. Manage all site
content (prices, pictures, descriptions,
etc.) directly from ESE IMS

Integrate your existing ecommerce platform with ESE
IMS and seamlessly sync all
inventory information

Design and print labels for your
products. Barcoding your stock
can dramatically reduce
warehouse time and errors

I-CATALOG

ESEIMST CLOUD

MULTIPLE COMPANIES

Leverage pESEIMSer catalog or
replace it with an online catalog
that lets your customers browse
and add directly to their
shopping cart.

Access ESE IMS from anywhere and
eliminate IT headaches by moving
to the cloud

Reduce the cost of buying a new
inventory system for each of
your companies, share the IT
hardware while keeping all the
data separate by adding
additional companies to ESE IMS

ESEIMS MOBILE
Real-time, connected mobile
inventory management for
picking, packing and receiving

EDI
Automate the sending and
receiving of bills of lading,
invoices and other formatted
documents electronically

ESEIMS MANUFACTURE
Track raw material and finished
goods through your
manufacturing processes

